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Abstract

The relationship between springtime air pollution transport of ozone (O3) and carbon
monoxide (CO) and mid-latitude cyclones is explored for the first time using the Moni-
toring Atmospheric Composition and Climate (MACC) reanalysis for the period 2003–
2012. In this study, the most intense spring storms (95th percentile) are selected for5

two regions, the North Pacific (NP) and the North Atlantic (NA). These storms (∼ 60
storms over each region) often track over the major emission sources of East Asia
and eastern North America. By compositing the storms, the distributions of O3 and CO
within a “typical” intense storm are examined. We compare the storm-centered com-
posite to background composites of “average conditions” created by sampling the re-10

analysis data of the previous year to the storm locations. Mid-latitude storms are found
to redistribute concentrations of O3 and CO horizontally and vertically throughout the
storm. This is clearly shown to occur through two main mechanisms: (1) vertical lifting
of CO-rich and O3-poor air isentropically from near the surface to the mid- to upper-
troposphere in the region of the warm conveyor belt; and (2) descent of O3-rich and15

CO-poor air isentropically in the vicinity of the dry intrusion, from the stratosphere to-
ward the mid-troposphere. This can be seen in the composite storm’s life cycle as the
storm intensifies, with area-averaged O3 (CO) increasing (decreasing) between 200
and 500 hPa. At the time of maximum intensity, area-averaged O3 around the storm
center at 300 hPa is enhanced by 50 and 36 % for the NP and NA regions respec-20

tively, compared to the background, and by 11 and 7.6 % at 500 hPa. In contrast, area-
averaged CO at 300 hPa decreases by 12 % for NP and 5.5 % for NA, and at 500 hPa
area-averaged CO decreases by 2.4 % for NP while there is little change over the NA
region at 500 hPa. From the mid-troposphere, O3-rich air is clearly seen to be trans-
ported toward the surface but the downward transport of CO-poor air is not discernible25

due to the high levels of CO in the lower troposphere. Area-averaged O3 is slightly
higher at 1000 hPa (3.5 and 1.8 %, for the NP and NA regions, respectively). There is
an increase of CO at 1000 hPa for the NP region (3.3 %) relative to the background
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composite and a slight decrease in area-averaged CO for the NA region at 1000 hPa
(−2.7 %).

1 Introduction

Tropospheric ozone (O3) and carbon monoxide (CO) are relatively long-lived air pollu-
tants, especially when in the free troposphere (Monks et al., 2009). In the troposphere,5

O3 is photochemically produced from both anthropogenic precursor sources (CO and
nitrogen oxides (NOx=NO+NO2)) and natural precursor sources (e.g., NOx from light-
ning and soils, and volatile organic carbons (VOCs) in the presence of NOx). Production
of CO is the result of incomplete combustion of fossil fuel and biomass burning, as well
as the oxidation of VOCs (Holloway et al., 2000; Kumar et al., 2013). Air quality stan-10

dards have been set for these pollutants as they are harmful to human health, crops
and other vegetation.

Meteorological conditions play an important role in the intercontinental transport of
pollutants. With lifetimes of a couple of weeks (O3) to a couple of months (CO), O3
and CO can be transported over large distances (Akimoto, 2003). Air in the the bound-15

ary layer mixes with the rest of the troposphere by frontal lifting or convection (Cooper
et al., 2001; Li et al., 2005; Jia et al., 2008). A common conceptual Lagrangian model
of synoptic-scale low pressure systems in the mid-latitudes (hereafter referred to as
storms) consist of several airstreams including the warm conveyor belt (WCB: Harrold,
1973), cold conveyor belt (CCB: Carlson, 1980) and dry intrusion (DI: Browning, 1997).20

Polluted (CO-rich) air from the boundary layer is lofted up to the free troposphere by
way of the WCB (Stohl and Trickl, 1999; Cooper et al., 2001), which begins in the warm
sector, ahead of the associated cold front. The WCB can be identified by the strong
ascent along the isentropes above the warm front (Catto et al., 2010). This occurs
above the CCB, a low-level rearward jet around the storm, found north of the warm25

front (Cooper et al., 2001). Most of the conceptual models show there should be anti-
cyclonic ascent of the CCB in the mid-troposphere (e.g. Carlson, 1980; Cooper et al.,
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2001, 2002b), however Schultz (2001) highlights there are actually few cases that find
the CCB turns anticyclonically. In a developed cyclone, the WCB is found within the
main body of the cloud (Cooper et al., 2001) and in the mid- to upper-troposphere
makes up the “cloud head”, as seen in satellite imagery (Catto et al., 2010). On the
other hand, the DI can be identified as descending stratospheric cold air with low rela-5

tive humidity at the rear of the storm (Cooper et al., 2001; Catto et al., 2010). Ozone,
which is abundant in the stratosphere, can be transported across the tropopause dur-
ing synoptic-scale exchanges (e.g., Danielsen, 1968, 1980; Holton et al., 1995) or con-
vection (Gray, 2003; Tang et al., 2011). The DI is an example of the former, wherein
stratospheric air descends isentropically into the troposphere, in what are known as10

tropopause folds (Holton et al., 1995). This occurs on the westward side of the upper-
level trough (Holton et al., 1995), an important feature of storms. Therefore, the DI can
increase O3 throughout the troposphere with the passage of storms (Danielsen, 1980;
Holton et al., 1995; Cooper et al., 2004a; Lin et al., 2012a).

Over the last century, O3 measured at surface sites has increased in the Northern15

Hemisphere (NH). The increase has been attributed to increasing anthropogenic pre-
cursors (e.g., Lamarque et al., 2005; Horowitz, 2006; Oltmans et al., 2006). However, in
recent decades, strict policies have reduced emissions in North America and Europe.
This has had a positive effect on rural observation sites in eastern USA (trends in O3
are decreasing or remaining constant, Cooper et al., 2012) and in Europe (baseline O320

measured at Mace Head, a remote site on the west coast of Ireland, has begun to stabi-
lize, Derwent et al., 2013). However, Asian countries do not have such restrictions and
O3 measured at western US rural sites, downwind of Asia, is still increasing (Cooper
et al., 2012). The transpacific transport of Asian pollutants is a big concern for air qual-
ity in North America (Zhang et al., 2008). Measurements at remote sites (where there is25

negligible influence of locally-produced emissions) show that the long-range transport
of pollutants from major emission source regions can adversely affect distant commu-
nities’ maintaining their air quality standards (Li et al., 2002, 2005; Stohl, 2001; Stohl
et al., 2002a; Cooper et al., 2010; Parrish et al., 2012). There is strong evidence both
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from observations and modelling that the WCB is important to the long-range transport
of air pollutants due to its ability to rapidly bring pollutants from the surface to the upper
troposphere, compared to the CCB which only lofts pollutants at low levels (e.g., Stohl,
2001; Stohl et al., 2002a; Li et al., 2002, 2005; Eckhardt et al., 2004). The DI also
has shown to be important for long-range transport from Asia to western North Amer-5

ica, with polluted air and stratospheric air descending behind the cold front (Lin et al.,
2012b), having been transported across the Pacific Ocean in the mid- to upper tropo-
sphere (Brown-Steiner and Hess, 2011). In addition, the importance of frontal passage
(and, therefore, storm) frequency in ventilating the boundary layer of pollutants, which
have built-up during anticyclonic conditions, has been well documented (e.g., Mickley10

et al., 2004; Hegarty et al., 2007; Leibensperger et al., 2008).
Although storms are generally more intense in wintertime, the spring (MAM) is per-

haps more interesting as it is the season when surface O3 peaks in much of the NH’s
mid-latitudes, albeit less so in continental interiors (Monks, 2000). More importantly,
spring tends to be the season of maximum intercontinental O3 transport (Monks, 2000;15

Stohl et al., 2002a). Observations also suggest a maximum in springtime transport of
stratospheric O3 through tropopause folds (Holton et al., 1995; Cooper et al., 2002a).
Cooper et al. (2002a) found CO levels are highest within North Atlantic storms in the
spring (compared to late summer/early autumn) due to storms passing closer to emis-
sion sources and because there is reduced oxidation of CO by OH radicals compared20

to summer/early autumn.
Due to the importance of storms in transporting O3 and CO pollution in the NH

springtime, the aim of this paper is to investigate the effect of airstream transport mech-
anisms on O3 and CO within intense springtime storms. Trajectory analysis, using La-
grangian dispersion models (Stohl et al., 1998, 2002b) have been used previously to25

look at transport pathways of pollutants in individual events or short time periods (e.g.
Cooper et al., 2002a, 2004b, a; Owen et al., 2006) or over regions frequented by WCBs
or DIs (e.g. Stohl and Trickl, 1999; Stohl, 2001; Eckhardt et al., 2004). Our study uses
the Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Climate (MACC) reanalysis with a storm
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tracking algorithm to identify intense storms and to view the pollutants within the storm
and attribute them to different air streams. Our study benefits from large sample size
capabilities, where we are able to study many storms of similar characteristics, and
over a ten year period.

The paper continues with Sect. 2 which describes the MACC reanalysis dataset and5

the storm tracking algorithm. In particular, we describe two methods of storm composit-
ing used to link the distribution of O3 and CO with intense storms (95th percentile) over
the NH’s oceanic basins using the MACC reanalysis fields. The results of the storm
track compositing on the meteorological fields and composition are related to the dif-
ferent airstreams of the storms in Sect. 3 with discussion and conclusions in Sect. 4.10

2 Data and methods

2.1 The MACC reanalysis dataset

This study uses the MACC reanalysis dataset (Inness et al., 2013), which covers
the period 2003–2012. MACC is a continuation of the Global and Regional Earth-
System Monitoring Using Satellite and In situ Data (GEMS) project (Hollingsworth15

et al., 2008), to forecast chemically-reactive gases (Flemming et al., 2009; Inness
et al., 2009), greenhouse gases (Engelen et al., 2009), and aerosols (Benedetti
et al., 2009; Morcrette et al., 2009). The MACC reanalysis data is produced with
the GEMS Integrated Forecast System (IFS cycle 36r1) model of the European Cen-
tre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). In terms of meteorology, the20

MACC data is similar to the widely used ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011),
which uses an earlier IFS cycle (Cy31r2; a history of changes made to the ECMWF
IFS is available at (http://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/documentation-and-support/
changes-ecmwf-model). The MACC model has a horizontal resolution of T255 (N128,
nominally ∼ 0.7◦) with 60 sigma-pressure levels from the surface to 0.1 hPa (Inness25
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et al., 2013), which is the same as ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011). The temporal reso-
lution of the dataset is 6 hourly.

MACC includes fields for the reactive gas species (CO, O3, NOx and formaldehyde)
and uses the four-dimensional variational data assimilation (4D-Var) system to as-
similate observations of the species from total and partial column satellite retrievals5

(Flemming et al., 2009; Inness et al., 2013) as well as the standard meteorological
observations. The IFS atmospheric model is two-way coupled to a modified version
(Stein, 2009; Stein et al., 2012) of the Model for OZone And Related chemical Tracers
(MOZART-3; Kinnison et al., 2007) chemistry transport model (CTM). The IFS provides
the CTM with the meteorological fields while the chemical reactions of 115 species in10

the troposphere and stratosphere are calculated in the CTM (Stein, 2009; Stein et al.,
2012; Inness et al., 2013). The two models are run in parallel and, every hour, the
CTM provides the IFS system with updated chemical tendencies which are used to
constrain the assimilated species (CO, O3, and NOx) and in turn the IFS provides the
CTM with mixing ratios based on advection (Flemming et al., 2009; Stein, 2009; Stein15

et al., 2012).
The anthropogenic emission dataset used as input for MACC (MACCity; Granier

et al., 2011) was produced by linear interpolation of the 2005 and 2010 emissions of
the future Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP; Moss et al., 2010) 8.5 sce-
nario to yearly emissions (Inness et al., 2013). The Global Fire Assimilation System20

(GFAS), based on Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satel-
lite daily observations of fires was used from 2009 onwards to derive biomass vary-
ing burning emissions. Prior to 2009, monthly emissions from the Global Fire Emis-
sions Database (GFED 3.0; van der Werf et al., 2010) were used for biomass burn-
ing emissions (Kaiser et al., 2011). An updated version (Barkley, 2010) of the Model25

of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature version 2 (MEGAN-v2; Guenther
et al., 2006, (http://acd.ucar.edu/~guenther/MEGAN/MEGAN.htm) was used for bio-
genic emissions. Natural emissions, such as from soil, used in the CTM came from
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the Present and future surface emissions of atmospheric compounds (POET; Granier
et al., 2005) project and NOx from lightning is parametrized as in Price et al. (1997).

The MACC reanalysis has been validated against multiple observational networks of
ground-based measurements, ozonesondes, commercial flights, and satellite data (In-
ness et al., 2013; http://www.gmes-atmosphere.eu/services/aqac/global_verification/).5

Stratospheric O3 has been compared to ozonesondes and Atmospheric Chemistry
Experiment Fourier Transform Spectrometer (ACE-FTS; Dupuy et al., 2009) data and
found to have biases of ±10%. Tropospheric O3 (1000 to 200 hPa) in the NH has bi-
ases of ±10% (with higher biases in tropics) when compared to ozonesondes and
MOZAIC (Measurement of Ozone and Water Vapour by Airbus In-Service Aircraft;10

Marenco et al., 1998; Nedelec et al., 2003) profiles. The positive biases in tropospheric
O3 in the regions of high emissions when comparing MACC to MOZAIC are likely due
too low NOx in the MACC model (Inness et al., 2013). The reanalysis CO at the sur-
face agreed well both seasonally and in magnitude when compared to observed CO
at three (Mace Head, Ireland; Key Biscayne, Florida, USA; Tenerife, Spain) out of four15

(South Pole) National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Global Monitoring Di-
vision (NOAA/GMD) station sites (Inness et al., 2013). When compared to the flight
data in the extratropics, MACC CO was lower (higher) between 1000–300 hPa (300–
200 hPa). From these and other validation studies, there are no extreme biases in O3
or CO considered in our study.20

For this study, meteorological and chemical variables from the MACC reanalysis for
2003–2012 were extracted on twelve pressure levels from 1000 hPa to 200 hPa. These
variables included zonal and meridional wind components (u and v , respectively), verti-
cal velocities (ω), temperature (T ), specific humidity (q), and O3 and CO mixing ratios.
In addition, mean sea level pressure (MSLP) at the surface was extracted. Relative25

vorticity at 850 hPa (ζ850) was extracted for storm identification.
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2.2 Storm identification

The objective feature tracking algorithm, TRACK (Hodges, 1994, 1995, 1999), was
used to identify mid-latitude storms in the MACC reanalysis as maxima in ζ850. Tradi-
tionally, tracking methods have used minima in MSLP (e.g. Serreze, 1995; Geng and
Sugi, 2001; Bauer and Del Genio, 2006) but the ζ850 field was used for the follow-5

ing reasons. The ζ850 is less influenced by the large-scale background field, it tends
to focus on smaller spatial scales, and is not an extrapolated field, except over the
major orography that intersects with the 850 hPa level (Hoskins and Hodges, 2002).
Typically storms can be identified much earlier in the vorticity field than in the MSLP
field (Hodges et al., 2003; Catto et al., 2010). To be consistent with previous studies in10

the identification process, the large-scale background field is first removed (planetary-
scale waves with total wavenumber, n, ≤ 5), though this is more important for tracking
MSLP minima than ζ850 maxima (Hoskins and Hodges, 2002; Catto et al., 2010). Vor-
ticity contains a lot of small-scale features at the T255 resolution of the reanalysis,
therefore the resolution is reduced to T42 using spectral analysis, which focuses on15

the synoptic scales (Hoskins and Hodges, 2002). The tracking is performed on the unit
sphere and the tracks are assembled by minimizing a track smoothness cost function
subject to adaptive constraints (Hodges, 1995, 1999). On completion of the tracking,
the stationary or short-lived storms are removed, keeping only the storms that travel
at least 1000 km and last for at least two days (eight 6 hourly time steps). On average,20

431 (±14) NH storms that satisfy these criteria are identified in MAM each year for the
period 2003–2012. There is a decrease in the number of NH storms over the 10 year
period, but this is not significant (p > 0.1).

Two major storm track regions are the focus of this study: the North Pacific sector
(NP: 30–80◦ N, 110◦ E–130◦ W) and the North Atlantic sector (NA: 30–80◦ N, 90◦ W–25

30◦ E) (see Fig. 1a and b). These two regions are selected to capture storms likely to
begin over regions of high emissions, move out over the ocean basins, and end near or
over downwind continents. The storm tracks that pass through each region are sorted
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by the maximum ζ850 reached during the storm’s lifetime and binned into percentiles:
95th (top 5 % most intense storms), 50th (47.5 to 52.5 %), and 5th (weakest 5 % of
storms). There are about 60 storm tracks in each of these three bins for each region.

2.3 Storm composites

There are two ways data can be averaged (hereafter referred to as composited) to-5

gether: (1) as a single area-average of the points in the analysis grid that fall within
a given radius of the storm center or (2) by individual radial gridded data point to pro-
vide a 2-D map of the area around the storm center. At each point along the track
(defined by the latitude and longitude coordinates of the ζ850 maxima at every time
step), a spherical “cap” based on a given radius is used to define the area of cover-10

age by the storm. For method (1), all values of a given variable (i.e., O3 or CO) within
a spherical cap are averaged by pressure level to produce a single area-average value
(hereafter referred to as aavg-O3 and aavg-CO) for each 6 hourly point along the storm
track at each pressure level. We found that a 6◦ radius (∼ 600 km) is most suitable for
representing the storm area, with larger radii tending toward background levels of O315

and CO (Fig. 1c and d) and smaller radii biased by extreme values. The storm track
locations as identified on the 850 hPa level are used on all levels between 1000 and
200 hPa, to center the spherical cap at these levels. In this fashion, the tilt of the storm
(typically toward the northwest with altitude) is not taken into consideration, however,
previous studies suggest this should have a minimal effect on the composite results20

(Bengtsson et al., 2009; Catto et al., 2010). The point along each storm track with the
maximum ζ850 is used as a central reference point for compositing the tracks together.
The aavg-CO and aavg-O3 from each track are composited by time step relative to the
point of maximum ζ850 to show the evolution of aavg-O3 and aavg-CO throughout the
life cycle (from growth to decay) of the composite storm.25

Focusing solely on the time of maximum intensity of the storm, method (2) compos-
ited each gridded data point separately within the spherical cap. Here, the spherical
cap is a radial coordinate system which is setup over the poles, and then rotated to the
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point on the track, extracting the data in the region of the point to the new coordinate
system (Bengtsson et al., 2007, 2009; Catto et al., 2010). The spherical cap at each
point is then further oriented in the direction of storm propagation (Bengtsson et al.,
2007, 2009; Catto et al., 2010). This enables the points from different tracks to be com-
posited without introducing a latitudinal bias in the composite. The composite approach5

will weaken the indication of fronts as the fronts tend to be oriented differently in each
storm, however, all points have been oriented in the direction of storm propagation,
therefore the loss of such information should be minimized (Bengtsson et al., 2009;
Catto et al., 2010; Dacre et al., 2012). Here, a 20◦ radius (∼ 2000 km) spherical cap is
used over each track point in order to examine the distribution of the chemical species10

in the vicinity of the storms, both near and far. In addition to the chemical fields, meteo-
rological fields – equivalent potential temperature (θe), u,v , and ω – were composited.
These variables are used to identify the WCB and DI by vertical movement along θe
contours and horizontal flow around the storm on the pressure levels. The vertical ve-
locity (ω) in pressure coordinates is negative for ascent, however, we have multiplied15

ω by −1 so that in the rest of the paper ascent is positive and descent is negative.
The composited storms allow us to have a typical 3-D picture of the O3 and CO

distributions within intense mid-latitude storms, throughout the composite life cycle as
well as for the associated meteorological fields. In particular, we consider the horizontal
and vertical air flow along the conveyor belts described in Sect. 1.20

2.4 Background “average conditions”

Grandey et al. (2011) showed the influence of storms on aerosol optical depth over
the Atlantic Ocean by comparing storm composites (similar to method (2) described in
Sect. 2.3) to composites of “average conditions”. The method of Grandey et al. (2011)
was used here to create a composite of “average conditions” for the period 2003–2012,25

whereby the latitude and longitude coordinates for the intense storm tracks selected
above were matched to the meteorological and chemical variables of the previous year,
i.e., an “offset” year. For the composites of “average conditions” the same composite
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methods described in Sect. 2.3 are used but using the data offset by a year, for ex-
ample, the date and location of the intense storm tracks of 2004 are matched to the
meteorology and chemistry fields in 2003.

The composite of the same storm track locations using variables from offset years
allows us to distinguish between changes in composition due to horizontal and verti-5

cal motions within the intense storms as they evolve as oppose to changes simply in
storm track position. In the “average condition” composites, the stratification of tem-
perature and moisture from the tropics towards the poles will be represented, as well
as, the general westerly winds of the mid-latitudes and the composition that would be
expected in environments without storms. As the intense storm tracks are located in10

the major storm track regions, there may be a small influence of weaker storms on
these composites, however, these composites are not centered on storms when the
data is sampled therefore any storm-related activity should be smoothed out. The in-
terannual variability of the emissions over the 10 year period is included in the “average
condition” composites, although the sensitivity to different offset time-periods requires15

further study.
This set of “average condition” composites will be referred to hereafter as the back-

ground composites and the composites described in Sect. 2.3 as the storm-centered
composites.

3 Results20

3.1 Intense storms in MACC

The individual storm tracks for the 95th percentile MAM storms over the NP (62 storms)
and NA (58 storms) regions are shown in Fig. 1a and b. As expected, these intense
storms are located in the major storm track pathways, generally having originated over
eastern China or east of the Rocky Mountains, and track north-east with the location25

of maximum ζ850 typically occurring over the remote ocean. When the storm track
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locations are compared to the weaker storms, the 50th and 5th percentile tracks are
not located solely in the major storm track pathways and the storm tracks in the 5th
percentile are generally short-lived weak systems (not shown). This makes the intense
storms ideal for compositing as their storm paths and structures are likely to be similar.
In addition, the mechanisms for transport within the intense storms will be stronger5

compared to weaker systems.

3.2 Life cycle of area-average O3 and CO

Figures 2 and 3 show the storm-centered composite life cycle and the background
composite life cycle, respectively, of the 95th percentile MAM storm tracks for both re-
gions based on compositing method (1). The growth and decay of the storm-centered10

composite storm can be seen in the increase and decrease of ζ850 (black line), with the
peak (which is greater in NP region than in NA region) indicating the time of maximum
ζ850. The time of maximum ζ850 corresponds well with the minimum MSLP (blue line,
Fig. 2) in the storm-centered composites as expected (e.g., Bengtsson et al., 2009)
whereas the background composite MSLP (blue line, Fig. 3) decreases as expected15

with the storm track locations moving northeastward toward semi-permanent low pres-
sure regions, i.e., the Aleutian Low and Icelandic Low. The composite aavg-CO and
aavg-O3 for each pressure level are shown by the other colored lines (Figs. 2 and 3).
There are similarities to the structures of the storm-centered life cycle plots to the back-
ground life cycle plots, but the differences are indicative of the storm’s effects on the20

meteorology and composition.
Figure 1c and d shows mean O3 and CO profiles for the NP and NA regions over

the 10 year period. Figure 1c shows that the mean O3 is lowest near the surface for
both regions and increases with height until stratospheric O3 levels are reached. The
converse gradient occurs for the mean CO, with mean CO decreasing with height away25

from surface emission sources (Fig. 1d). For the entire life cycle of the storm-centered
composites and the background composites, aavg-O3 is also lowest near the surface
and increases with height (Figs. 1c, 2a and c, 3a and c). Between 1000 and 300 hPa,
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the mean CO in the NP region is greater than in the NA region (Fig. 1d). Similarly,
the aavg-CO is also greater in the NP region than the NA region throughout the tropo-
sphere (Figs. 1d, 2b and d, 3b and d). The highest values of aavg-CO are generally
found in the low troposphere and early in the storm-centered and background compos-
ite life cycles (Figs. 2b and d, 3b and d), when the storm locations are closer to the5

emission sources of East Asia and eastern North America.
The values of the background composite aavg-O3 at upper levels (200 and 300 hPa;

dark green lines, Fig. 3a and c) are well above the chemical tropopause level, often
defined as 150 ppb of O3 (Prather et al., 2001), and increase over the life cycle. The
increase in aavg-O3 at upper levels over the life cycle is likely due to the storm lo-10

cations primarily moving toward the north where the tropopause is lower, therefore
the upper-level pressure surfaces are located higher in the stratosphere, which has
higher concentrations of O3. In the storm-centered life cycle plots, there is a greater
increase compared to the background composites in aavg-O3 at the upper levels (200
and 300 hPa; Fig. 2a and c) from about 2 days prior to maximum ζ850 until about a day15

after. This is likely due to O3-rich stratospheric air becoming entrained into the storm
as part of the DI (Sect. 3.3). The fact that the storm-composite aavg-O3 is above or
just below 150 ppb at 400 and 500 hPa in both regions around the time of maximum
ζ850 (Fig. 2a and c) indicates that stratospheric air can reach to below 400 hPa as part
of the DI in these intense storms. Similarly, at upper levels, aavg-CO decreases are20

greater in the storm-centered composites (green lines, Fig. 2b and d) than in the back-
ground composites (green lines, Fig. 3b and d), likely due to the greater amounts of
stratospheric CO-poor air being entrained in the DI. At the time of maximum ζ850, the
vertical profiles in Fig. 1c and d of aavg-O3 and aavg-CO for the storm-centered com-
posites display a slightly weaker gradient compared to both regional means in the mid-25

to upper troposphere while the background composites are generally steeper at these
heights (Fig. 1c and d). This further suggests that stratospheric air is reaching these
mid-tropospheric heights in the storm-centered composites.
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In summary, during the composite storm’s life cycle, in the days leading up to maxi-
mum ζ850, the increase in aavg-O3 and decrease in aavg-CO between 200 and 500 hPa
is caused by the DI bringing stratospheric O3-rich and CO-poor air down in tropopause
folds, which is likely compounded by the storm’s propagation northward where the
tropopause is lower. The fact that the DI signal can be seen in the area-averages indi-5

cates that it may substantially influence the composition within the storm. The airstream
transport is now examined in more detail.

3.3 Distribution of O3 and CO within mid-latitude storms

In this section, the spatial distribution of composite O3 and CO, using method (2), at the
time of the storm’s maximum intensity is considered. Figure 4 shows the 95th percentile10

MAM storm-centered composite horizontal distribution of O3 (a,c) and CO (b,d), with
horizontal wind vectors and θe, for the NP region (a,b) and the NA region (c,d) using
a 20◦ radius cap. Figure 5 shows the same for the background composites, which are
free from any major influence from storm dynamics. Figure 6 shows the storm-centered
composite minus the background composite anomalies of O3, CO, ω, and horizontal15

winds for both regions. For discussion of the spherical cap, we will refer to the unit circle
with cardinal points (see Fig. 7): West (0◦), South (90◦), East (180◦) and North (270◦).
The direction of storm propagation is from west to east.

In Fig. 4, the system-relative winds (where the speed of the storm propagation has
been subtracted from the winds about each storm before they are composited, Catto20

et al., 2010; Dacre et al., 2012) show general cyclonic motion around the storm center
in the storm-centered composites, with strongest surface winds close to the center
between 180◦ and 315◦. At upper levels, the anticyclonic flow in the wind field southeast
of the storm center indicates the storm’s interaction with the jet in the exit region of the
upper-level trough and the end of the WCB (Cooper et al., 2002a, b; Catto et al., 2010;25

Parrish et al., 2012). In Fig. 5, the background composite winds are very weak at the
low altitudes and become stronger westerlies with increasing altitude.
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The contours of θe indicate the temperature and moisture differences in the compos-
ite’s environment. In the storm-centered composites (Fig. 4), the boundaries between
the air masses can be identified by the tight gradients in θe (Catto et al., 2010). The
approximate surface cold front can be identified on the 1000 hPa level where the gra-
dient of θe is the greatest west of the storm center and where the wind vectors change5

from cyclonic to anticyclonic, southwest of storm center (Fig. 4). The approximate sur-
face warm front is toward the southeast of the NP storm center and to the east of the
NA storm center, again where the gradient of θe is the greatest. The warm sector of
the storm can be identified by the large values of θe (θe > 300 K at 1000 hPa) located
south of the storm center, between the cold and warm fronts. The frontal boundaries10

can be seen up to 500 hPa, but at the upper levels, the gradient of θe is affected by the
jet stream and the lower stratosphere. In contrast, the gradient of θe in the background
composites (Fig. 5) is uniform with values higher toward the south (warm and moist)
and lower towards the north (cold and dry).

The NP storm-centered composites of O3 and CO have similar horizontal patterns to15

the NA storm-centered composites, although CO values in NP are greater than in NA
throughout most of the troposphere (Fig. 4). The same can be said for the background
composites (Fig. 5). The impact of the storm on the meteorological and chemical vari-
ables is clear when the distribution of O3 and CO of Figs. 4 and 5 are compared in
Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, the ω anomaly can be used to indicate the location of the ascent20

(here, positive ω indicates ascent) east of the storm center associated with the WCB,
and the DI can be identified in the region of descent west of the storm center. A sum-
mary of aavg-O3 and aavg-CO anomalies between storm-centered and background
composites at the time of maximum ζ850 comparable to Fig. 6 is shown in Table 1. Two
different radii are used to highlight the effects the storm has close to the center (6◦)25

relative to the mean field (20◦).
At upper-levels (200 and 300 hPa), the storm-centered composites (Fig. 4) and back-

ground composites (Fig. 5) have high O3 (stratospheric O3 > 150ppb) and low CO (no
emission sources). The large differences in O3 and CO between the two composites
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are seen in Fig. 6 and Table 1. At 300 hPa, close to the storm center (6◦ radii), the storm-
centered aavg-O3 increases by 50 % (104.0 ppb) and by 36 % (80.3 ppb) relative to the
background composite for the NP and NA regions, respectively (Table 1). Considerably
higher values of O3 are found at the center of the storm at upper levels down to 500 hPa
(Fig. 6a and c). At 500 hPa, the positive O3 anomaly appears to wrap around the storm5

center, eastward of the negative ω anomaly, and is likely due to horizontal advection
of the O3 behind the mid-level front (Fig. 6a and c). At this level, there is still a strong
signal of descent of O3-rich air; the storm-centered aavg-O3 within a 6◦ spherical cap
increased by 11 % (11.3 ppb) and 7.6 % (7.9 ppb) relative to the background composite
for NP and NA, respectively (Table 1). The largest aavg-CO differences between the10

storm-centered and background composites are found at 200 hPa with decreases of
17 % (−11.3 ppb) and 11 % (−7.5 ppb) for the NP and NA, respectively (Table 1). In
Fig. 6b and d, the upper-level (200 and 300 hPa) positive anomaly of CO (maximum of
25 ppb and 20 ppb for NP and NA, respectively) is to the east of the storm center at the
exit region of the WCB. Instead of being advected around the storm center, as is seen15

at lower levels, the positive CO anomalies at upper-levels can be seen to spread to the
east with the westerly flow of the jet (Fig. 6b and d).

In the low to mid-troposphere (850 to 500 hPa), there is a negative anomaly in both
the O3 and CO in the region of maximum positive ω anomaly east of the storm for
both NP and NA (Fig. 6). The negative O3 anomaly (Fig. 6a and c) is likely a result20

of the O3 in the warm sector at low levels that is lofted in the WCB. However, the
negative CO anomaly in Fig. 6b and d is more perplexing and is discussed below. The
positive CO anomaly in the mid-troposphere, which would be expected from the lofting
of CO-rich air in the WCB, is located to the north of the maximum ascent. This positive
CO anomaly likely reflects the cyclonic advection around the storm center due to the25

system-relative winds.
In the lower part of the troposphere (1000 to 700 hPa), the relatively higher O3 re-

mains behind the cold front, which can be identified in Fig. 6a and c by the band of
0–10 ppb positive anomalies to the southwest of the storm center at those heights.
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At 1000 hPa, the storm-centered aavg-O3 within a 6◦ spherical cap increased slightly
(∼ 4 %) relative to the background composite for NP and NA, while at 850 and 700 hPa,
the storm-centered aavg-O3 within a 6◦ spherical cap decreased by ∼ 7 % (Table 1).
In Fig. 6, there is positive O3 at 1000 hPa over a larger area at the storm center than
at 850 and 700 hPa. This is likely due to negligible vertical velocity at this low level,5

which is present at 850 and 700 hPa above this region of positive O3 at 1000 hPa at
the storm center. The CO in both composites (Figs. 4b and d, 5b and d) between 1000
and 700 hPa is greatest far west of the center closer to the emission sources. However,
in the background composites, there is no cold front to enforce a boundary on the high
CO resulting in a negative CO anomaly in the warm sector and the region of positive ω10

anomalies in Fig. 6b and d. Close to the storm center (6◦ spherical cap), in the lower
part of the troposphere (1000 to 700 hPa), the storm-centered composite aavg-CO in-
creases by ∼ 3.5 % for NP and decreases by ∼ 3 % for NA relative to the background
composites (see Table 1).

To summarize, Fig. 6 and Table 1 show the effect of storms on the vertical and15

horizontal transport of O3 and CO. O3-rich and CO-poor stratospheric air increases O3
and decreases CO close to the storm center down to 500 hPa (Fig. 6). Comparing the
aavg-O3 and aavg-CO for the different radii in Table 1 at upper levels (200 to 500 hPa),
the large differences in anomalies between the 6◦ cap close to the storm center and the
full 20◦ cap indicate the large effects of the storm close to the storm center. Between20

1000 and 500 hPa, positive O3 anomalies reach the surface as part of the DI, however,
CO levels are too high behind the cold front for the same signal to be seen (Fig. 6).
The WCB, the region of ascent east of the storm center, lofts CO-rich and O3-poor air
from low-levels to upper-levels which is advected around the storm at mid-levels and
downstream at upper-levels (Fig. 6).25

3.4 Airstream analysis

In order to better understand the flow of air within the storm and to relate this to the
chemical species distribution, vertical cross-sections were taken through the compos-
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ites along transects representing the WCB and DI (Catto et al., 2010; Dacre et al.,
2012; Dacre and Gray, 2013). To capture the WCB, a vertical cross-section through the
point of maximum ascent, located 3◦ east of the storm, was taken (blue line, Fig. 7a).
Similarly, the DI was identified by the region of maximum descent behind the storm,
located 6◦ behind the storm (blue line, Fig. 7b). The WCB and DI have been further5

pin-pointed on these vertical cross-sections (Figs. 8 and 12, respectively), by the lo-
cation of maximum ascent for the WCB and maximum descent for the DI, along the
steepest θe slope (Catto et al., 2010). The cross-sections are ∼ 40◦ diameter, with pos-
itive axis values in the direction to the North. Figures 9 and 10 are vertical cylindrical
cross-sections at different radial distances (3◦ and 6◦, blue circles, Fig. 7a and b, re-10

spectively) from the center of the storm composites, which capture the effects of the
cyclonic flow around the storm center with the different airstreams. Figure 9 is centered
on 180◦ (see Fig. 7a for orientation) to focus on ascent in WCB. Figure 10 is centered
on 0◦ (see Fig. 7b) to focus on decent in DI.

3.4.1 Warm conveyor belt15

In Fig. 8, the WCB is located between 0◦ to 5◦ where maximum ascent (positive ω)
is located in the region of steep θe. In the WCB, O3-poor and CO-rich air is advected
upwards isentropically (along θe contours), with CO following the θe contours more
closely than O3 (Fig. 8). Outside the WCB, the values of O3 > 150ppb are found at
upper levels and at the storm center down to ∼ 400 hPa , while O3-poor air reaches20

300 hPa south of the storm center (between −20◦ and −5◦). However, in this transect it
does not appear to have risen isentropically (Fig. 8a and c).

Close to the storm center (3◦ radius, Fig. 9), ascent dominates the eastern half (90◦

to 270◦) of the storm-centered composites, with maximum ascent (> 35 hPa h−1 for NP
and > 30 hPa h−1 for NA) to the northeast of the storm center between 180◦ and 225◦

25

and between 700 and 850 hPa. Between 180◦ and 270◦ (to the northeast of the storm
center), O3 and CO ascend isentropically in the WCB from 1000 to 400 hPa for NP
(Fig. 9a and b) and to 500 hPa for NA (Fig. 9c and d). The high O3 (> 100 ppb) at the
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storm center between 400 and 600 hPa in Fig. 8a and c is captured in Fig. 9 from 135◦

to 225◦, where O3-rich air has descended (negative ω) between 0◦ and 45◦ (Fig. 9) and
has been advected eastward around the storm center (see 500 hPa level, Fig. 4a and
c).

Further from the storm center, the 6◦ radius vertical cylindrical cross-section (Fig. 10)5

captures the periphery of the ascent at low levels but passes through the maximum
ascent at upper levels. The maximum ascent is weaker (< 25 hPa h−1 for both re-
gions) than in Fig. 9 at 3◦ from the storm center. The region of ascent is larger for
NP (Fig. 10a and b) than for NA (Fig. 10c and d). O3 and CO ascend isentropically in
the mid-troposphere in the regions of maximum ascent between roughly 135◦ and 270◦

10

(Fig. 10).
Figure 11 illustrates the differences in O3, CO, and ω between the storm-centered

composites (Fig. 8) and the background composites in the WCB transect (blue line,
Fig. 7a). The ω anomaly is greater in the NP storms (Fig. 11a and b) than NA storms
(Fig. 11c and d). The O3-poor air that ascended in the WCB (between 0◦ to 5◦, Fig. 8a15

and c) reduces the O3 relative to the background composite with maximum negative
anomaly of more than 35 ppb at ∼ 300 hPa and 5◦ north of the storm center, at the end
of the WCB (Fig. 11a and c). At the storm center in both regions (Fig. 11a and c), O3
increases to over 40 ppb relative to the background composite down to 400 hPa and
small positive anomalies extend to the surface in the NP and near the surface in the20

NA regions. There is a positive CO anomaly (∼ 20 ppb) in the WCB and a negative CO
anomaly (∼ −25 ppb) in the storm center for the NP (Fig. 11b), which mirror the location
of the negative and positive O3 anomalies of Fig. 11a, again showing the influence of
the WCB. As expected, the CO anomalies for the NA region (Fig. 11d) are smaller than
the NP storm-centered composite relative to the background composite.25

3.4.2 Dry intrusion

In Fig. 12, the DI is located between −5◦ and 5◦, where maximum descent (negative
ω) is located in the region of steep θe. There is greater descent in the NP storm-
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centered composites (up to −8 hPa h−1) than in the NA storm-centered composites
(up to −4 hPa h−1). The effect of the DI on the distribution of O3 and CO can be seen
through most of the troposphere in Fig. 12. Stratospheric O3 levels (> 150 ppb) de-
scend in the DI to levels below 400 hPa (Fig. 12a and c), with O3-rich air reaching the
surface (NP) or near the surface (NA) between −10◦ and −5◦ (as seen in Figs. 4a and5

c, 6a and c behind the surface cold front). CO-poor air also descends isentropically in
the DI at upper levels, but it does not appear to descend into the lower troposphere as
it is diluted in the CO-rich air of the mid- to lower troposphere.

Figure 10 displays O3 and CO concentrations at a 6◦ radius around the storm center,
highlighting the DI, with maximum descent between 315◦ to 45◦ in both regions. O3-rich10

air between 270◦ to 90◦ descends isentropically between 500 and 700 hPa (Fig. 10a
and c). Above 500 hPa, the stratospheric O3 has descended but does not follow the
isentropes (Fig. 10a and c); instead, it has likely been advected around the storm
center by the upper-level jet (see Fig. 4a and c). CO-poor air descends isentropically
in the DI between 300 to 700 hPa and 270◦ to 10◦ in the NP storm-centered composite15

(Fig. 10b), and over a larger area between 300 to 700 hPa and 270◦ to 90◦ in the NA
storm-centered composites (Fig. 10d).

Figure 13 illustrates the differences in O3, CO, and ω between the storm-centered
composites (Fig. 12) and the background composites in the DI transect (blue line,
Fig. 7b). The negative ω anomaly is greater in the NP storms (Fig. 13a and b) than20

NA storms (Fig. 13c and d). The positive O3 anomaly structures are very similar in
both NP and NA (Fig. 13a and c) in which large positive O3 anomalies are found at the
storm center in the upper troposphere: > 40 ppb at 400 hPa and > 20 ppb at 500 hPa in
both regions. Small positive O3 anomalies (less than 5 ppb) reach down to the surface
in both regions between −10◦ to −5◦, south of the storm center, behind the cold front25

as seen in Fig. 6a and c. Negative CO anomalies in the DI reach from the lower strato-
sphere to ∼ 500 hPa for the NP storms (Fig. 13b) and ∼ 400 hPa for the NA storms
(Fig. 13d). Unlike the O3 anomalies, the negative CO anomalies do not extend lower
than the mid-troposphere (Fig. 13b and d). Instead, in Figs. 6b and d, 13b and d, there
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are positive CO anomalies of up to 15 ppb in the NP and 10 ppb in the NA in the re-
gion behind the cold front (−10◦ to −5◦) which likely removed the DI signal in the CO
distribution in the mid- to low troposphere.

To conclude, the airstream analysis has successfully captured the vertical airflow
within the intense springtime storms and highlights the detailed behavior with height5

and distance from the storm center. The rise of O3-poor and CO-rich air in the WCB
reduced O3 by more than 35 ppb at ∼ 300 hPa in both regions and increased CO at
∼ 400 hPa by up to 20 ppb and 10 ppb in the NP and NA regions, respectively (see
Fig. 11). At the storm center, the descent of O3-rich and CO-poor air in the DI in-
creased O3 by ∼ 20–40 ppb in the mid-troposphere in both regions and decreased CO10

at ∼ 300 hPa by up to 25 ppb and 15 ppb in the NP and NA regions, respectively (see
Fig. 13). South of the storm center behind the cold front, the DI increased O3 down to
the surface in both regions (< 5 ppb; Fig. 13a and c).

4 Discussion and conclusions

The influence of mid-latitude storm systems on springtime O3 and CO has been exam-15

ined by investigating intense storms over the North Pacific and North Atlantic basins in
the MACC reanalysis dataset for the period 2003–2012. About 60 intense storms (95th
percentile) were identified in each region. The meteorological and chemical variables
within a spherical cap (determined by a carefully selected radius) at each point along
the storm tracks were used to create a composited storm for each region. It was found20

that aavg-O3 had similar structure within the composite storm’s life cycles for both NP
and NA regions at all levels. However, aavg-CO was greater for the NP region than the
NA region at all levels, especially in the lower troposphere. This is due to the higher
emissions in Asia than in North America. Using the method of Grandey et al. (2011),
the background conditions for the storm track locations were identified. By comparing25

composition along the same storm track locations during intense storms and non-storm
conditions, the effect of the storm could be clearly seen. It was found that as the storm
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evolved, aavg-O3 between 200 and 500 hPa and aavg-CO between 200 and 300 hPa
are affected more by the storm dynamics than by changes in the storm location.

Further analysis into the storm composite structure at the time of maximum ζ850
showed in more detail how the airstreams and frontal boundaries play a substantial
role in the redistribution of O3 and CO. Without storms present, high values of O3 are5

found in the stratosphere and upper troposphere and lower values of O3 are found in
lower troposphere, while the opposite gradient is seen for CO. With the storms present,
a weaker gradient at mid- to upper levels is seen, which is driven by the vertical and
horizontal airstream transport of pollutants. CO is highest near the surface, due to the
proximity to emission sources and is kept out of the warm sector by the cold frontal10

boundary. At the time of the composite storm’s maximum intensity and close to the
storm center, at high altitudes (300 hPa), there is a 50 % and 36 % increase in O3 for
NP and NA storm-centered composites relative to the background, respectively, while
at the surface (1000 hPa) there is a small yet still important increase of 3.5 % and 1.8 %,
respectively. At high altitudes (300 hPa), there is a 12 % and 5.5 % decrease in CO for15

NP and NA storm-centered composites relative to the background, while at the surface
(1000 hPa) there is an increase of 3.3 % in CO in the NP region but a decrease of 2.7 %
in the NA region.

Ahead of the storm, in the region of ascent along the WCB, O3 and CO rise isentrop-
ically, advecting CO-rich and O3-poor air from the surface (1000 hPa) to upper levels20

(∼ 300 hPa). This shows the role of the WCB lofting pollutants out of the boundary layer
and into the free troposphere where they can be transported rapidly at upper-levels as
the storm interacts with the jet stream.

The influence of stratospheric intrusions through DI descent has also been exam-
ined. Behind the storm, O3-rich air has subsided in the DI behind the storm, remaining25

behind the cold front at the surface. In the mid-troposphere (∼ 500 hPa), higher values
of O3 are found at the center of the storm, as the frontal boundaries at this altitude are
further to the east. Hess and Zbinden (2013) also suggest that rapid mixing isentrop-
ically connects surface-ozone changes with stratospheric air which can influence the
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low to mid-troposphere (up to 500 hPa). The 5 ppb O3 anomaly at 1000 hPa between
−10◦ to −5◦ in the region at the end of the DI (Fig. 13a and c) is consistent with the
findings of Hess and Zbinden (2013) who found 1 to 5 ppbv of O3 at the surface has
stratospheric origin. CO-poor air descends from the stratosphere in the DI but only to
the mid-troposphere. The dilution of the CO-poor air in the CO-rich air in the lower tro-5

posphere could likely remove the signal of the descent toward the surface as seen in
the O3 field. Owen et al. (2006) found uplift of CO from North America to above 6 km
(upper troposphere) in the WCB of one storm, which circulated around the center for
two days before being entrained with the DI. The higher values of CO and lower values
of O3 to the north of the storm center in the mid-troposphere (850 to 500 hPa) could be10

due to CO-rich and O3-poor air advected around the storm center, after it has risen to
those levels within the WCB (Cooper et al., 2004b).

Conceptual models of trace gas concentrations in the different airstreams have been
constructed based on flight campaign data (Cooper et al., 2001, 2002a, b). As part of
the North Atlantic Regional Experiment (NARE) campaign, Cooper et al. (2002a) found15

O3 in Spring of 1996 in the WCB to decrease with increasing altitude. They found CO
in the same season in the WCB to be greatest at low levels and lowest in the mid-
troposphere. The DI was separated into the dry airstream (DA), which reaches from
upper-levels down to ∼ 600 hPa, and the post cold front (PCF) located below the DA.
In DA and PCF, they found O3 in Spring of 1996 to decrease with decreasing altitude20

and they found CO to roughly increase with decreasing altitude, with some discrepancy
between the DA and PCF. Using the MAM 2003–2012 data, we found, at the time of
maximum ζ850, values of O3 to be higher and CO to be lower compared to Cooper et al.
(2002a). With emission decreases as outlined in Sect. 1 the concentrations of O3 and
CO in the WCB and DI are likely to have changed in the last twenty years.25

This study has focused on the composite of individual intense storms. However, the
movement of pollutants within a single storm cannot be considered as a closed sys-
tem. Concentrations within the airstreams can be affected by pollutants that have been
transported in the airstreams of upwind and downwind storms. Cooper et al. (2004a,
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b) used back trajectory analysis to track trace gas concentrations through the different
airstreams to show how upstream and downstream storms can influence each other’s
composition. Cooper et al. (2004b) found that ascent occurred in the WCB, followed
by rapid transport with the jet stream. The pollution became entrained and descended
in the downwind decaying WCB (Cooper et al., 2004b). In addition, air descending in5

the DI turned anticyclonically as part of a high pressure system and become entrained
in an upwind storm (Cooper et al., 2004a). The MSLP contours for the MAM 95th per-
centile storms in both regions stretch towards the northeast of the storm composite
(not shown) which is consistent with other composite studies of strong intense storms
(Manobianco, 1989; Wang and Rogers, 2001; Catto et al., 2010). Wang and Rogers10

(2001) suggest this is due to close proximity of downwind parent storms. Therefore,
the concentrations of O3 and CO in the far northeast of the storm-centered composites
could be affected by a downwind storm’s DI.

One limitation of the MACC reanalysis is that it does not archive the chemical tenden-
cies or fluxes of O3 and CO but only archives the chemical mixing ratios of the species.15

Therefore, we are unable to investigate the effect of storms on photolysis rates and the
chemical reactions, such as O3 production and loss, occurring within the airstreams.
Nevertheless, by applying the storm tracking algorithm on the MACC reanalysis, we
have been able to uniquely identify the effect of transport mechanisms on composition
within a “typical” intense springtime mid-latitude storm occurring in the past ten years.20
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Table 1. Anomalies of aavg-O3 (top; ppb) and aavg-CO (bottom; ppb) of storm-centered com-
posite minus background composite at different radii: 6◦ and 20◦. Percent difference relative to
the background composite is given in the parentheses.

O3 anomalies

NP 6◦ NA 6◦ NP 20◦ NA 20◦

200 hPa 135.3 (21 %) 108.7 (17 %) −12.6 (−2.1 %) −1.8 (−0.3 %)
300 hPa 104.0 (50 %) 80.3 (36 %) −3.9 (−1.8 %) 0.3 (0.1 %)
500 hPa 11.3 (11 %) 7.9 (7.6 %) −0.8 (−0.8 %) −1.1 (−1.1 %)
700 hPa −2.0 (−2.2 %) −4.5 (−5.0 %) −0.8 (−0.9 %) −1.6 (−1.8 %)
850 hPa −2.2 (−2.8 %) −5.5 (−6.9 %) −0.5 (−0.7 %) −2.2 (−2.8 %)

1000 hPa 2.3 (3.5 %) 1.2 (1.8 %) 0.5 ( 0.7 %) −0.9 (−1.3 %)

CO anomalies

NP 6◦ NA 6◦ NP 20◦ NA 20◦

200 hPa −11.3 (−17 %) −7.5 (−11 %) 0.4 (0.6 %) 0.6 (0.9 %)
300 hPa −13.0 (−12 %) −5.6 (−5.5 %) 0.8 (0.7 %) 0.9 (0.9 %)
500 hPa −3.4 (−2.4 %) −0.0 (−0.0 %) −0.3 (−0.2 %) 2.4 (2.0 %)
700 hPa 0.8 (0.5 %) −0.5 (−0.4 %) 2.3 (1.6 %) 2.4 (1.8 %)
850 hPa 1.6 (1.1 %) −2.3 (−1.6 %) 3.8 (2.6 %) 1.7 (1.3 %)

1000 hPa 5.0 (3.3 %) −3.8 (−2.7 %) 4.5 (3.0 %) 1.1 (0.8 %)
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Figure 1. Storm tracks with maximum ζ850 (10−5 s−1) in the 95th percentile for MAM during 2003-2012
for (a) NP and (b) NA regions. The time step where maximum ζ850 occurred is marked by an x, and the
strength of the storm indicated by the color (increasing strength from blue to red). The vertical profiles
for (c) O3 and (d) CO for NP (red lines) and NA (blue lines) are shown: the MAM 2003-2012 mean
MACC O3 and CO for the NP and NA regions (ME; solid lines), and the storm-centered composite
aavg-O3 and aavg-CO (SC; dashed lines) and the background composite aavg-O3 and aavg-CO (BG;
dotted lines) at the time of the storm-centered composite maximum ζ850 (see Figs. 2 and 3).
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Figure 1. Storm tracks with maximum ζ850 (10−5 s−1) in the 95th percentile for MAM during
2003–2012 for (a) NP and (b) NA regions. The time step where maximum ζ850 occurred is
marked by an x, and the strength of the storm indicated by the color (increasing strength from
blue to red). The vertical profiles for (c) O3 and (d) CO for NP (red lines) and NA (blue lines)
are shown: the MAM 2003–2012 mean MACC O3 and CO for the NP and NA regions (ME;
solid lines), and the storm-centered composite aavg-O3 and aavg-CO (SC; dashed lines) and
the background composite aavg-O3 and aavg-CO (BG; dotted lines) at the time of the storm-
centered composite maximum ζ850 (see Figs. 2 and 3).
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Figure 2. Life cycle of the 95th percentile MAM storm tracks during 2003-2012 for (a,b) NP and (c,d)
NA with composite maximum ζ850 (black line), storm-centered composite MSLP (blue line) and the
storm-centered composite (a,c) aavg-O3 and (b,d) aavg-CO for the twelve atmospheric pressure levels
(different colored lines). Time steps are every 6 hours.
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Figure 2. Life cycle of the 95th percentile MAM storm tracks during 2003–2012 for (a, b) NP
and (c, d) NA with composite maximum ζ850 (black line), storm-centered composite MSLP
(blue line) and the storm-centered composite (a, c) aavg-O3 and (b, d) aavg-CO for the twelve
atmospheric pressure levels (different colored lines). Time steps are every 6 h.
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Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for storm tracks (as depicted by the storm-centered composite maximum
ζ850 (black line)) with the background meteorology and chemistry.
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Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for storm tracks (as depicted by the storm-centered composite
maximum ζ850 (black line)) with the background meteorology and chemistry.
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Figure 4. 95th percentile MAM storm tracks during 2003–2012 for (a, b) NP and (c, d) NA
storm-centered composites of (a, c) O3, (b, d) CO (O3 and CO color contours using same color
bar, 5 ppb intervals for cool colors and 10 ppb intervals for warm colors), θe (black contour lines;
4 K intervals) and horizontal wind vectors (30 m s−1 reference arrow) on five levels (1000 hPa,
850 hPa, 700 hPa, 500 hPa, 300 hPa, and 200 hPa). Storm propagation is toward the right as
indicated by the large grey arrow. Radial dotted lines are plotted every 45◦ and dotted circles
represent 5, 10, 15, and 20◦ radii from storm center.
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4 but for storm tracks with the background meteorology and chemistry.
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Figure 6. (a, c) O3 and (b, d) CO anomalies (ppb) of the (a, b) NP and (c, d) NA storm-
centered composite (Fig. 4) minus the background composite (Fig. 5) with ω storm-centered
minus background anomalies (black contour lines; 4 hPa h−1 contour intervals).
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Figure 7. 95th percentile MAM storm tracks for the NP region during 2003-2012 (a) storm-centered
composite 800 hPa ω (4 hPa h−1 contour intervals, with positive values (solid lines) indicating ascent
and negative values (dotted lines) indicating descent) with the blue line showing the location of the
transect taken 3◦ to the right of storm center to capture the WCB for Figs. 8 and 11 and the blue circle
taken at 3◦ radius around the storm center for Figure 9, and (b) storm-centered composite 500 hPa ω (4
hPa h−1 contour intervals) with blue line showing the location of the transect taken 6◦ to the left of the
storm center to investigate the DI in Figs. 12 and 13 and the blue circle taken at 6◦ radius around the
storm center for Figure 10. Storm propagation is toward the right as indicated by the large grey arrow.
Radial dotted lines are plotted every 45◦ and dotted circles represent 5◦, 10◦, 15◦, and 20◦ radii from
storm center.
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Figure 7. 95th percentile MAM storm tracks for the NP region during 2003–2012 (a) storm-
centered composite 800 hPa ω (4 hPa h−1 contour intervals, with positive values (solid lines)
indicating ascent and negative values (dotted lines) indicating descent) with the blue line show-
ing the location of the transect taken 3◦ to the right of storm center to capture the WCB for
Figs. 8 and 11 and the blue circle taken at 3◦ radius around the storm center for Fig. 9, and (b)
storm-centered composite 500 hPa ω (4 hPa h−1 contour intervals) with blue line showing the
location of the transect taken 6◦ to the left of the storm center to investigate the DI in Figs. 12
and 13 and the blue circle taken at 6◦ radius around the storm center for Fig. 10. Storm prop-
agation is toward the right as indicated by the large grey arrow. Radial dotted lines are plotted
every 45◦ and dotted circles represent 5, 10, 15, and 20◦ radii from storm center.
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Figure 8. Vertical cross-sections of the storm-centered composite for (a, b) NP and (c, d) NA
95th percentile MAM storm tracks during 2003–2012 for the WCB, 3◦ to the right of storm
center. (a, c) O3 and (b, d) CO (ppb), with θe (dotted contour lines, 5 K intervals) and ω (solid
contour lines; 4 hPa h−1 contour intervals, with positive values indicating ascent) are shown.
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Figure 9. Vertical cylinders at 3◦ radius for the storm-centered composite for (a, b) NP and (c,
d) NA 95th percentile MAM storm tracks during 2003–2012. (a, c) O3 and (b, d) CO (ppb), with
θe (dotted contour lines, 5 K intervals) and ω (solid contour lines; 5 hPa h−1 contour intervals,
with positive values indicating ascent) are shown.
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Figure 10. Vertical cylinders at 6◦ radius for horizontal composite for (a, b) NP and (c, d) NA
95th percentile MAM storm tracks during 2003–2012. (a, c) O3 and (b, d) CO (ppb), θe (dotted
contour lines, 5 K intervals) and ω (solid contour lines; 4 hPa h−1 contour intervals, with positive
values indicating ascent) are shown.
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Figure 11. (a, c) O3 and (b, d) CO anomalies (ppb) for WCB for storm-centered composites
(Fig. 8) minus background composites for the 95th percentile MAM storm tracks during 2003–
2012 for (a, b) NP and (c, d) NA. Solid contours are ω anomalies (5 hPa h−1 contour intervals).
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Figure 12. Vertical cross-sections of the horizontal composite for (a, c) NP and (b, d) NA 95th
percentile MAM storm tracks during 2003–2012 for the DI, 6◦ to the left of the storm center.
(a, c) O3 and (b, d) CO (ppb), with θe (dotted contour lines, 5 K intervals),and ω (solid contour
lines; 4 hPa h−1 contour intervals, with positive values indicating ascent) are shown.
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Figure 13. (a, c) O3 and (b, d) CO anomalies (ppb) for DI for storm-centered composites
(Fig. 12) minus background composites for the 95th percentile MAM storm tracks during 2003–
2012 for (a, b) NP and (c, d) NA. Solid contours are ω anomalies (5 hPa h−1 contour intervals,
with positive values indicating ascent).
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